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National board LWVUS priorities: 

 Money in politics 

 National Ethics Commission (there is concern that this will be devoted primarily to 

support false claims of voter fraud) 

 Securing funding and technological expertise for EAC 

 Directly engaging (or amicus briefs) in lawsuits regarding redistricting 

 Public Advocacy Voter Protection --- automatic and on-line voter registration, no-excuse 

early voting  

 Health care services for women, emphasis on retaining access to full-range, ensuring no 

restrictions or elimination due top pre-existing conditions 

Since 2016, there has been an upsurge in interest expressed by new activists.  Local Leagues 

have the best contact info for these prospects, and should build databases, sign up activists for 

local alerts, facilitate contacting Congress by phone as the most effective way to lobby on issues.  

Local Leagues can also suggest appropriate wording for e-mails and provide alternative wording.  

Letters and card-writing should be suggested again with alternative texts.  But the most 

successful strategy is to develop personal relationships with local and national leaders and their 

staffers.  Provide sample questions and conversation points to pursue various issues.  Finally, 

convene forums and meetings, inviting interested parties to discuss current issues and concerns. 

Action Kits   are available on the LWVUS management site on redistricting and money in 

politics.  (Additional topics are being developed.)  These kits contain sample letters, talking 

points, questions to pursue, and suggested agendas for local meetings. Grassroot campaigns 

win elections. 

Activism is important not just on the national level.  It is perhaps even more effective on the 

local level, and the LWV is well-equipped to pursue this.  Assistance is available from the 

national staff on developing strategies, engaging on issues, filing amicus briefs, etc. Local 

Leaguers are invited to participate in the lobby corps. 
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